
This new safety device is designed to stop a machine at the critical moment to prevent or minimize operator injury. It is activated by the operator's voice and is immune to engine sounds and other mechanical noises. The six-ounce, cigarette pack-sized transmitter is carried in a pocket or worn on the operator's clothing. When activated by a shout or scream, it transmits a radio signal to the machine-mounted receiver unit. The receiver unit instantly shuts off the machine's electrical power or fuel supply. For more details, circle (701) on the reply card.

HEAVY DUTY 22 INCH SELF-PROPELLED MOWER: Bunton Co., Louisville, Ky.

Front-wheel drive with extra large (10 x 2.75) tires makes this mower more maneuverable and easier to handle in rough terrain. Without engaging or disengaging a clutch, you can trim around shrubs, trees and the hard to get changes of cutting height. This model is equipped with a 4 hp engine, a five-quart fuel tank and a snorkel-type air cleaner mounted on the handle. For more details, circle (703) on the reply card.

POWER-KART: SNOW CO., Omaha, Neb.

This rugged, three-wheeled grounds maintenance vehicle features a unique variable speed, torque amplifier drive unit. The cart seats two people, hauls up to 350 pounds and is equipped with spring-loaded front fork suspension. Wide flotation-type rear tires buck through mud, snow and sand and at the same time prevent compaction when driven over turf. For more details, circle (702) on the reply card.

"LANDSCAPE SPECIAL" SPRIG PLANTER: Bermuda King Co., Okarche, Okla.

Small and highly maneuverable, this machine works and handles easily in close quarters with a small tractor. Strictly a one-man operation, it is the ideal sprig planter for estates, golf courses, industrial and public parks. It automatically inserts the sprigs to proper depth, in 2 inch row spacings. Instant setting provide 5 to 100 bushels of sprigs per acre. It mounts easily on any three-point tractor hookup. For more details, circle (704) on the reply card.
LARGE AREA OUTDOOR MOSQUITO FOGGER: London Fog Co., Crystal Bay, Minn.

This heavy duty aerosol generator incorporates a new method of low micron size fluid particle generation which produces accurate particle size control with 80 per cent of the particles less than 20 microns in diameter or smaller. The result is a miner insecticide fog which remains in suspension longer and does a better job of mosquito control. It is powered by a Kohler cast iron industrial engine with electric starter and generator. The insecticide tank holds 11 gallons. The total weight of the unit is 180 pounds. For more details, circle (705) on the reader reply card.

SELF-PROPELLED IRRIGATOR: Boss Irrigation Co., San Angelo, Tex.

This self-propelled, water driven unit is ideal for use on any uneven odd-shaped area or any area obstructed with trees, utility lines or buildings. Adjustable travel speed and water rate application settings are easily set. The units feature an automatic throw-out clutch and long-life irrigation hose. The larger units sport a built-in hose reel powered by a 5 hp gasoline engine. For more details, circle (706) on the reply card.

76 TURF SPECIAL: Ferrari Tractors, Inc., Carlsbad, Calif.

This tractor has an air-cooled 45 hp diesel engine, weighs 2,850 pounds and displaces its weight and traction over all four wheels. Power articulated steering gives extremely tight turning radius and extra wide 12.00 x 16 terra-tires give hillside stability. It has a standard three-point hitch and a 2-speed P.T.O. that handles conventional domestic implement rpm operating ranges. For more details, circle (707) on the reply card.


This vehicle is specifically designed to accommodate a wide selection of interchangeable, socket-mount modular tools. This means that one basic vehicle can perform many different job functions simply by adding or switching modules. For each vehicle there are several different digging modules available as well as modules for vibratory plowing, the combination digging and plowing module, hydraulic boring, backhoe work, hydraulic breaker operations, clean-up and restoration. For more details, circle (708) on the reply card.